ARE YOU INTERESTED IN PLANES FOR PEACE?

Staring out last early this year, the Technology Peace Federation had less than a fair chance to get itself recognized among students as the student group that they hope to be. The very fact that they have had the strength and the stamina to continue through the summer and be able to sponsor a meeting this year is an encouraging and welcome sight to those of us who are anxious to hear proposed solutions for present day problems.

The turnout for this first public gathering will be an index by which we can judge the probability of success of this Peace Federation. If they have aroused enough interest among students, they will no doubt grow and be an important factor in political thought in the Institute. They have done a good job on the publicity, time will tell how good.

Tonight at five o’clock, by the numbers which come to hear Dr. Karl Druschki speak on "Will Czechoslovakia Survive?" one can judge whether the Peace Federation is a small group on a side-track or a representative of Technology’s student thought.

ACTIVITIES SUPPLY

THE HUMAN ELEMENT
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